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thread woven throughout the narrative-it is the subject of a torturous patient experience that spawned the book, which is described in great detail. This preoccupation with anaesthetic awareness in a text ostensibly about anaesthesia may present a potential risk. The reader is regularly prompted to develop a lasting mental association between anaesthesia and awareness.
Acknowledging risk is important; overstating risk erodes confidence and may discourage people from following bestpractice medical advice. Although Cole-Adams is careful to state the rarity of awareness in the literature, this can easily be lost in the numerous pages dedicated to the issue. The unproven suggestion that many others may actually be aware during anaesthesia without conscious recall, yet suffer longterm psychological harm, is also enthusiastically interrogated. Not all readers will necessarily possess the ability to differentiate between conjecture and fact.
Given the level of attention this book has received, it is inevitable that some anaesthetists will interact professionally with patients who have read it. Even more people will have been exposed to the media coverage surrounding its publication. For example, Cole-Adams has been quoted, without context or qualifying terms, in an interview with The Saturday Paper stating that "Doctors and nurses say that people quite often wake up in the middle of surgery, and they put them back to sleep 1 ." This is a worrying statement and a terrifying prospect for anyone contemplating undergoing general anaesthesia.
In Anaesthesia: The Gift of Oblivion and the Mystery of Consciousness, Cole-Adams has produced an interesting discourse containing some important insights into public perceptions and patient experiences of anaesthesia. While many topics are covered well, there is a focus on accidental awareness, which is known to be an uncommon and highly undesirable event. Reading such texts is vital for the profession-deliberate awareness of the popular media on anaesthesia can help clinicians and researchers to better understand the public's impressions and experiences of anaesthesia, while also encouraging preparation for the inevitable questions that will arise.
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